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ABSTRACT
Retrieval of biomedical pictures is a significant side of computer based diagnosis. It helps the radiologist and

restorative authority to spot and analyze the particular disease. This paper proposes a Content Based Medical Image
Retrieval (CBMIR) approach for retrieving similar biomedical images. The extraction of retrieving features is based on
histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) and canny edge detection. To reduce the dimensionality, principal component
analysis(PCA) is employed over the feature vector. The experiments are conducted on high-resolution computed
tomography medical images of lungs. With the average retrieval rate (ARR) and average retrieval precision (ARP), the
performance of the proposed approach is analyzed and compared with other existing methods viz. Local Binary Pattern
(LBP), LBP with uniform patterns (LBPu2), Local Mesh Pattern with uniform patterns (LMePu2) and LMeP with gabor
transform (GLMeP).
Keywords: Biomedical; Image Retrieval; HOG; PCA

1. Introduction
Nowadays the amount of visual and multimedia

data is raising at a huge quantity which leads to creation
of large digital databases and the simple text based
queries are not so effective for such a huge database. The
imaging technology does a crucial function in the field of
medical science and becomes a very popular efficient
technology. In 1895, Wilhelm Conrad Roentgen[1] started
the medical imaging by discovering the X-ray and then
nuclear medicine was introduced in 1950 which is a
combination of radionuclides with radiopharmaceuticals.
After that John Wild used the ultrasound for the first time
in the medical field to compute the thickness of bowel
tissue[2,3]. Computer tomography (CT) was then adopted
in medical science and then, Sir Godfrey Hounsfield
invented the first commercial CT scanner in 1967. Later,
many well-known techniques are included in medical
imaging like ultrasonography, electrography, endoscopy,
PACS[4–6], magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and many
more.

The number of medical diagnostic test in the
diagnosis centers or hospitals is increasing in terribly
high rate day by day. Most of the scanning based
diagnostic test uses the biomedical imaging technology.

Because of the speedy use of biomedical images within
the hospitals, an outsized form of medical pictures is
generated every day. Medical imaging performs an
important role in each medical setting and in any respect
levels of healthcare. It helps the physicians to hit a lot of
correct diagnoses and applicable treatment selections.
Diagnosis and treatment in digital health are often
terribly troublesome to attain with any level of accuracy
without biomedical imaging.

From the last decades, the retrieval of biomedical
images become the one of the most active research areas
in the field of medical imaging and computer vision.
Doctors are supported by image retrieval systems in
retrieving the similar images and similar past cases to
gain the detailed knowledge of the patient’s injury or
disease standing. The radiologist also gets assist to
prepare or produce particular medical diagnosis report in
less time. Apart from diagnostics, the medical image
retrieval system also give assistance in research and
teaching. The main aim of image retrieval is to determine
the related images. Initially, text based image retrieval
systems are proposed for retrieving the related images
that is based on text query also known as concept based
or description based image retrieval. With the textual
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query, the similar images are retrieved in the
concept based image retrieval systems. But these systems
are not become so effective in finding out the similar
images. Later a new form of image retrieval is
introduced with the visual content of images and is
known as content-based image retrieval (CBIR). This is
also known as content-based visual information retrieval
or query by image content.

In the Nineties at first, the medical pictures retrieval
is within the traditional retrieval system based on
content but it is not so efficient. Afterward, CBMIR is
presented and many systems are introduced as
ASSERT[7], IRMA[8], BRICS [9], FIRE[10] and many more.
Several review articles[11-19] explicate the existing
state-of-the-art techniques or methodologies
on biomedical image retrievals.

2. Review on existing methods
This section presents several existing

state-of-the-art CBMIR systems and discuss about the
different methodologies used by various CBMIR
techniques.

For medical image retrieval, researchers concentrate
on binary descriptors and barcode is one amongst them.
The binarization of radon projection results in the
formation of radon barcode (RBC) and by collecting, a
vector is generated known as “barcode” which is
introduced by Tizhoosh [20,21]. Tizhoosh
proposed barcode annotation for CBMIR systems.
Local binary pattern and local radon binary pattern are
also implanted for medical image retrieval. Later the
MinMax radon barcodes[22] is introduced to overcome
the disadvantages of radon barcode that is many unique
contents may lose by randon barcode and the local
thresholding method doesn’t cover the curvature of
projection. Based on the barcodes some other
methodologies[23-25] are also introduced.

Fuzzy and neural network based concepts are
adopted by many CBMIR systems. Recently, pulse
coupled neural network and non-subsampled contourlet
transform based CBMIR method is introduced by Kundu
et al.[26]. Ma et al.[27] propose a new CBMIR method
know as fused context-sensitive similarity (FCSS) based
on support vector machine (SVM) and several distance
measures. vector quantization with fuzzy signatures is

used in [28] to develop a new system called fuzzy medical
image retrieval (FMIR). In[29,30], compact composite
descriptor (CCD) is employed to proposed a retrieval
system for radiology images which is fuzzy rule-based
system. Recently deep leaning from the machine learning
techniques performs a crucial role in the computer vision.
Various works[31-38] of visual pattern recognition used the
concept of convolution neural network (CNN) and in
medical image analysis it is employed in 90’s[39].
Ivakhnenko et al.[40] initially begin the deep leaning
concept and later several works performed on deep
leaning [41-43]. Some of the researchers applies the
concept of deep learning in CBMIR system and achieved
a good retrieval rate[44-46]. In [47], a deep CNN which
include five convolution layer is used for lungs pattern
classification. Tulder[58] proposed a convolutional
restricted Boltzmann machine for classification of lung
texture and detection of airways in CT images. For the
segmentation of brain MRI, a CNN based method is
introduced in [49]. Esteva et al.[50] proposed a system for
classification of skin cancer which is based on deep CNN.
Then, the CBMIR also used the concept of deep learning
and proposed some biomedical image retrieval
systems[51-53].

In medicine, the native texture-based descriptors
perform a vital role as robust unique visual features. At
first, two valued local binary pattern (LBP)
introduced by Ojala et al. [54]. Then, Tan and Triggs[55]

proposed a modified LBP which is a three valued pattern
and is known as local ternary pattern (LTP). A new
pattern called local quantized extrema patterns (LQEPs)
is proposed by Roa and Rao [56] which is based on local
quantized pattern[54] and directional local extrema
pattern[57]. Again Rao and Roa presented local mech
quantized extrema patterns[59] which combine the LQEP
with color histogram (RGB) for catching the color
information. Deep et al.[60] proposed a new descriptor
DLTerQEP with the concepts from LBP, LTP and LQEP
for retrieval and indexing of biomedical images. Murala
et al.[61] adopt the concept of binary wavelet transform
(BWT)[62–64] and draw out the multi-resolution binary
image for biomedical image retrieval. In the same year,
with the concept of local tetra patterns (LTrPs)[65] they
come up with a new algorithm. In LTrPs, the information
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is extracted from a pixel and its neighbors. Local ternary
co-occurrence pattern (LTCoP) is developed by the
Murala and Wu[65] which is depends on gray values.
Later they introduced two new descriptors named local
mesh patterns[66] and Gabor local mesh pattern. Based on
the descriptor some more biomedical image retrieval
systems[67-69] are proposed.

Greenspan et al.[70] designed a biomedical image
retrieval method based on Gaussian mixture model
(GMM) and Kullback- Leubler (KL) framework.
For biomedical database a retrieval system is
proposed by Oberoi et al.[71] which is based on Harr
wavelet or Fourier descriptor. With the help of J48
decision tree classifier, medical image retrieval is done
in[72]. Wavelet transformed base image signature is used
for developing an image retrieval system[73] for medicine.
For the performance evaluation of the proposed system,
experiments are conducted on a diabetic retinopathy
dataset and a mammography dataset. With scale invariant
feature transform (SIFT) and LBP,[74] perform the
retrieval and classification of x-ray images. Many other
concepts are also taken from the different methodologies
to develop several biomedical retrieval systems[75-84].

3. Content Based Medical Image
Retrieval (CBMIR)

Initially, biomedical images from the training
dataset are given as input to the proposed CBMIR system
and then, the image is processed through the feature
extraction step of the proposed system. In feature
extraction step, HOG features are extracted from the
input biomedical image which counts occurrences of
gradient orientation in localized portions of an image and
edge-based shape information from the input image is
computed using canny edge detection algorithm which is
a multi-step method which determines the edges and also
suppress the noise. This generated feature vector
represents the input biomedical image. PCA is employed
over the generated feature vector to reduce the
dimensionality. Similarly, a feature vector is computed
for all the input biomedical training images and with
these feature vector, the training database is formed
which later used for the retrieval of related biomedical
images.

After the formation of training database, testing is

performed based on this database. The input query image
is processed through the feature extraction and feature
vector is computed for the given input query image. The
query image is compared with the all other images stored
at training dataset. With the help of euclidean distance,
the distance between the query image feature vector and
other feature vectors in the training dataset is computed
to achieve the retrieval of top n related biomedical
images.

Figure 1; Framework for the proposed CBMIR system.

Figure 1 explains the framework of proposed
CBMIR system and the algorithm for the proposed
method is shown below:

Algorithm:
1. Load the input gray scale biomedical image.
2. Compute HOG features.
3. Locate and determine edge pixels using canny

edge detection
4. Generate feature vector by integrating HOG

feature and canny edge information.
5. Employ PCA over the feature vector.
6. Compute distance of query image from all other

images in the training database.
7. Retrieve the related biomedical images based on

shortest distance

4. Results and disscussion
To obtain the result, an image from the database is

given as input query to the retrieval system and
processed through each step and finally compare with all
the images in the database by computing distances. Then,
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with the retrieved images the precision and recall is
computed. Likewise, each image from the database is
passed as query image to the system for computing the
precision and recall. The precision of some query images
for the proposed CBMIR system is shown on Table 1 and
Table 2 shows the recall values obtained from the some
of the query images. The performance of the proposed

methodology is evaluated in ARP and ARR. Table 3
summarizes the performance of different methods in
terms of ARP and Table 4 show the performance in terms
of ARR.

Query Image 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Precision (%) 87.50 83.33 81.81 76.92 83.33 90.90 71.42 100 87.50 100

Table 1. Performance of proposed CBMIR system in terms of precision values for some query image on lungs
HRCT database

Table 2. Performance of proposed CBMIR system in terms of recall values for some query image on lungs HRCT
database

Table 3. Proposed method is compared with other existing methods in terms of ARP on lungs HRCT database

Table 4. Proposed method is compared with other existing methods in terms of ARR on lungs HRCT database

5. Conclusion
This paper presents an effective biomedical image

retrieval system based on HOG features which counts
occurrences of gradient orientation in localized portions
of an image, edge based shape information using canny
edge detection. To analyze the performance of the
proposed CBMIR system, experiments are conducted on
an ILD benchmark biomedical image database[85] and the
results are obtained in terms of precision, ARP, recall and
ARP. An encouraging result is achieved which showns a
substantial improvement as compared to LBP,
LBPu2_16_2, LMePu2_16_2 and GLMePu2_8_1. This
work is going to be helpful in alternative applications of
image retrieval and indexing.
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